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Квазисвободное рассеяние на большие углы в реакции
Li(p,pd) He при 670 МэВ
6

4

Экспериментально исследована реакция
Li(p,pd) He
в геометрии рассеяния на большие углы с регистрацией
совпадений вторичных частиц. Измерены распределения энергии
между продуктами реакции и их угловые корреляции и опре
делены импульсные распределения продуктов реакции для
переходов, приводящих к образованию остаточного ядра
в основном и возбужденных состояниях. Результаты анализи
руются в рамках импульсного приближения с использованием
кластерной модели и трехтельных волновых функций. Пере
ходы в основное и возбужденные состояния «-частицы имеют
характеристики квазисвободного рассеяния на дейтронных клас
терах, соответственно вр-и s -оболочке. Импульсное рас
пределение р- п пары в р -оболочке
Li хорошо описыва
ется расчетами по трехтельной модели, однако спектроскопи
ческий множитель больше предсказанного теорией.
Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ.
Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1979
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Albrecht D. el al .
Larcje-Anqle Q-ia:-i-Free Scattering
in " 'Li<p pd) He
at 6/0 MeV
The Li(p,pd) He reaction was investigated at 670 MeV
by coincidence experiment at large-angle scattering geomet
ry. Energy sharing and angular correlation of the reaction
products were measured.and momentum distribution of the
recoil nucleus was determined for transitions leading to
residual nucleus in ground and excited states, respectively
Results were analysed in terms of a simplified distorted
wave impulse approximation using cluster model and threebody wave functions. The observed momentum distribution of
the p-n pair in the p-shell of
Li is in agreement with
three-body calculations, the spectroscopic factor is
larger than predicted by theory. Transitions to breakup
states of the a-particle also have the characteristics of
quasi-free scattering on deuteron clusters.
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The investigation has been performed at the
Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the quasi-free scattering at high energies
has •
the advantage that distortion effects are reduced
and the comparison with theoretical predictions is more
reliable.The large width of the momentum distribution above
500 MeV, being in contradiction with realistic intercluster wave functions
. raises therefore the question about
the adequacy of describing Li as a simple a-d system.
Further experimental and theoretical investigations are
of interest because the simple structure of the p -shell
in
Li gives the hope of finding an accurate wave function
for the proton-neutron pair and thereby to understand the
interaction of protons with this, system. In the present work the
Li(p,pd) He reaction was
measured at 670 MeV in a kinematically complete experiment.
Large-angle scattering geometry was used because the
mechanism of the backward p-d scattering is well investiga
ted at intermediate energies and the interaction is sensi
tive to the short range behaviour of the two-particle
wavte function owing to the large momentum transfer.Expe
rimental results will be presented for momentum densities
of the deuterpn clusters in the p- and s-shell of
Li
and they will be compared with predictions from conventio
nal cluster models and from three-body calculations.
/ 1 _ 4 /
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2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The cross section of the quasi-free scattering is des
cribed by the distorted wave impulse approximation as

—
dn dn dT
d

p

= KS(42.) P(q).
<Ш'0 '
УЧ

p

m
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In this formula К is kinematic factor and S stands for the
spectroscopic factor of the deuteron component in the
target nucleus. The cross section of the quasi-free p-d
scattering, denoted by (da/dft)o , is usually taken equal
to (da/dO)p,i , the cross section of the free p-d scat
tering. The quantity P(q) is the momentum distribution of
the cluster in the target modified by distortion effects.
The momentum <f is connected with that of the recoil nucleus
p„ by the relation q*=- P* .The quantity

в

p(q) =

в

L-l

/K(-22_) =SP(q)

( 2 )
( 2 )

diKdil dT
dQ Pd
d p
p
is the so-called experimental momentum density. In expe
riments detecting only the deuterons
the inclusive
cross section of the quasi-free scattering d a/dn dp
is obtained by integrating expression (1) for all proton
directions and summation is to be performed for the partial
cross sections related to different final states of the
residual nucleus.
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3. MEASUREMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The reaction Li(p,pd) He was investigated in coplanar
geometry detecting the deuterons at 0 =6.5°. The protons
were detected at eight different angles near в =147 °, the
corresponding kinematic lines are illustrated in fig. 1 by
heavy lines labelled (1-8). To get information about the
large recoil momentum region, measurement was made at
0p =110° too (curves labelled (9-12)). The end points
of the lines in the figure represent experimental limits
where the efficiency of the detector system falls below
50%. The experimental arrangement was similar to that
described in a previous paper
Before measuring the
Li(p,pd) He reaction, the ap
paratus was calibrated using deuterons and protons from
the free p-d scattering. In this measurement LiD was
used as the deuteron target, the correction for the lithium
content was made by an additional measurement with natural
lithium. For the cross section of the free p-d scattering
at в -6.5°.
(da/dfi)
=510±50 ^b/sr was obtained
corresponding to (d<r/dfl )«.,„,. =110 +11 jtb /sr at 0 . .~165°
in agreement with the value 115 pb/sr obtained by extrapo
lating the data of other measurements to 670 MeV.
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Fig.1. The kinematic conditions in the experiment. Heavy
lines show the recoil momentum region where the efficiency
of the detector system was larger than 0.5. The indices
(1-12) refer to the position of the array detectors;
numbers (40-120) denote the corresponding energy of the
protons; the circles give the value of the recoil momentum.

The missing energy spectrum measured at 0 =147° is pre
sented in fig. 2. The large peak at E
=1.47 MeV is
related to interactions with the deuteron cluster in the
P -shell leaving the a-particle in its ground state. The
width of the peak reflects the experimental resolution
(AEmiii =
FWHM). Missing energies for the different
break-up of the a-particle range from 25.2 MeV (a -• d +• d )
to 29.7 MeV (a-»2p+2n). The bump around 27 MeV is con
nected with these processes while the tail above 40 MeV
probably comes from secondary interactions.
To separate the three different groups the spectrum
was decomposed by two Gaussian distributions of 17 MeV
FWHM having maxima at 1.5 MeV and 27.5 MeV and the remainder
p
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Fig. 2. Hissing energy spectra at proton angles ^ =\A"f, 141°
and llO°- Curves are fitted Gaussian distributions related
with the experimental resolution (see text).
v

was described by an asymmetric Gaussian peaking at 40 NeV
as is shown in the figure by thin lines. As illustration,
missing energy spectra at angles 0_=141 and 110° are
also shown in the figure demonstrating the rapid fall of
the ground state peak with proton angle.
The energy distribution of protons for the ground state
transition was determined from the energy-sharing data
taking into account only events with missing energy
Emlii
< 4 MeV in order to exclude any contribution from
the excited states. The differential cross section
d a/dn dfl dTp
measured at 0 «147° is presented in
fig. 3 by points with error bars.
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Fig.3. Energy distribution of the protons from the ground
state transition at 0 =147 in coincidence with the
deuterons at " = 6 . 5 . Upper scale denotes the correspond
ing recoil momentum. Broken lines are calculated distribu
tions using cluster model wave function given in r e f .
(no) and its modified form with different exponential
tails (к =0.31 frn and 0.46 f m
). Full line is based
on three-body calculation of Rai et al
.
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To determine the width of the momentum distribution
the fitting procedure was restricted to the low momentum
region of the spectrum (q < 70 MeV/c). For the sake of
technical simplicity Gaussian distributions P(q) «exp(-q /q^)
2
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where assumed with various q .The best fit was obtained at
4 =51.5 + 2.5 MeV/c corresponding to half width q y =86 +
±4 MeV/c (FWHM). The chisquare per degree of freedom was
X /N =2.2 taking into account statistical errors only. The
quoted uncertainty refers to confidence interval with
X / N < 3 . The experimental momentum density at zero momen
tum is p(0) =(8.5 + О . 8 Ы О - (MeV/c)" . In fig. 3 the full
line and the three dashed lines are calculated distribu
tions using different wave functions and will be discus
sed further below.
Energy distributions of the protons related to the
break-up of the a-particle are presented in fig. 4. They
were measured at 0 =147° and 110° for events in missing
energy ranges 16 < E
< 30 MeV and 10<E
< 30 MeV,
respectively.Best fit was obtained at both angles assuming
Gaussian momentum distribution with q =133 MeV/c provi
ding Щ =220 ±15 MeV/c (FWHM). The curves in the figure
are the calculated cross sections using the same norma
lization for both angles. The corresponding density at
zero momentum is p(Q)=(8.1 + 0.8).10~ (MeV/с) .
The integrated cross sections measured at different
angles are given in the table for the ground state, the.
break-up and the large missing energy groups, respectively.
The numbers in the first column refer to the labels of the
kinematic lines in fig.2. The angular distribution of the
ground state group is presented in fig. 5, the full line
is the result of calculation with Gaussian momentum
distribution ( qg =51.5 MeV/c). The experimental data are
well reprodiced showing that the angular dependence of
the cross section is in accordance with the energy-sharing
measurement.
The calculated angular distribution of the break-up
group varies only - 5 % in the central region, this is
within the error of the experimental data. The cross section
of the large missing energy group is approximately con
stant in the whole angular range up to 1 Ю °.
The momentum distribution of the forward going deuterons
( #a =6.5°)measured without coincidence condition is
represented in fig. 6. Owing to the large difference
between the binding energies of the deuterons in the s- and
p -shells the momentum spectra belonging to the ground state
and the break-up transitions are separated quite well
allowing one to estimate their relative weights.The dashed
lines in the figure are the results of calculations with ap0
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Table
Angular distribution of protons

d < ,

No,

e„

dQ dQ
d

ground state

<e

°'

(

v

2

L л" )

p

break-up

large missing energy

1

151.6

3.54 + 0,14

0.83 • 0.07

0.25 • 0.05

2

150.0

4.23 + 0.15

0.78 + 0,07

0.11 • 0.05

3

148.4

4.84 • 0.16

0.91 + 0.07

0.33 • 0.05

4

146.9

4.37 + 0.15

0.88 • 0.07

0.23 • 0.05

5

145.1

3.80 + 0.13

0.81 + 0.07

0.22 i 0.05

6

143.6

3.20 + 0.12

0.89 •. 0.07

0.12 • 0.05

7

142.0

2.44 + 0.11

0.87 • 0.07

0.21 + 0.05
0.15 + 0.05
0.149 + 0.015

8

140.4

1.96 + 0.09

0.90 • 0.07

9-12

110.0

0,033 • 0.004

0.105 1 0.006

propriate normalization to fit experimental data,the solid
line is their sum. The excess at deuteron momenta comes
from the tail of theLi(p,>7d) reaction
peaking
6
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q (MeV/c)
100

Fig.4. Energy distributions of protons from break-up
prosses at 0 «147 and 110° in coincidence with deuterons
at 0 «6.5°. Upper scale denotes the corresponding recoil
momentum. The lines are calculated distributions using
Gaussian distribution function with q =133 MeV/c.
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at 1375 MeV/c and due to events having large missing energy.
The small bump at large momenta is associated probably
with the puck-up reaction. The arrow in the figure points
to the maximum possible momentum of the deuterons from
this process. The inclusive cross section integrated for
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Fig.5. Angular distribution of protons from the groundstate transition. The line is the calculated distribution
using Gaussian momentum distribution (q„ =51.5 MeV/c).

momenta between 1500 MeV/c and 1650 MeV/c is (da/dQ)
=
=2.1±0.2 mb/sr. This value is near to that given in ref./1/
at
0 =9.5°(1.7 ±0.2 mb/sr). The partial inclusive cross
sections for the ground state and the break-up groups
obtained by integrating the calculated spectra are 0.56 ±
±0.09 mb/sr, respectively.
i n c l -
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Ground State Transitions
в
4
/8/
In the experiment reported in ref.' the
Li(p,pd) He
reaction was measured at 590 MeV in symmetric geometry and
q% -122 ± 3 MeV/c was found for the width of the ground
state momentum distribution. Various intercluster wave
functions were used to describe the experimental momentum
distribution: among them the cluster model wave function
B/

11

(MeV/c)
Fig.6. The inclusive cross section of the deuterons at
в =6.5° as a function of the deuteron momentum. The
broken lines were calculated for the ground state and
the break-up transitions, the full line is their fitted sum.
The arrow points to the maximum deuteron momentum allowed
in the (p.d) pick-up reaction.
й

of Kurdyumov et al /8/ without exponential tail predicts
4H=110 MeV/c, close to the experimental value. In a
subsequent work • however, the same experiment was analy
sed in terms of pole approximation and best fit was
obtained with к =о.-34 f m corresponding to q ^ =84 MeV/c
(FWHM). The ambiguity is caused probably by the absence
of experimental data at low recoil momenta.
The half width determined in the present experiment
(4 %
MeV/c) is in accordance with the result given
in ref. '. however, it i<= definitely larger than widths
associated with cluster model wave functions having the
desired asymptotics (see the table). Proton energy distri
butions were calculated using the. wave function given
- 1

= 8 6

3
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by Kudeyarov et al.
with an exponential tail and without
it. They are represented in fig. 3 by lines labelled
(0.31) and (no), respectively. The deviation from the
experimental points is obvious. By varying к in the exponen
tial function a good fit was obtained with к =0.46 fm -1
(dashed line labelled (0.46)) describing the energy dis
tribution in almost the whole investigated energy range.
In fig. 7 the dashed line represents the momentum density

Rai et al.
Kudeyarov et al.
with tail |к-0Л6Лтг )
1

150
q (MeV/c)
Fig.7. Momentum distributions used in calculations giving
best fit to the experiment. Full line: three-body calcu
lation (ref.
) ; broken line: cluster model wave
function (ref. /18/ ) with exponential tail (к = 0.46 fm~• ).
/ 1 0 /
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associated with this wave function and normalized to the
experimental value at q =0. In spite of the good fit this
wave function may be regarded only as a phenomenological
one and not as a correct intercluster wave function because
it has no the desired asymptotic behaviour.
The fact that the experimental data inconsistent with
calculations based on realistic cluster model wave functi
ons suggests that the (p,pc!) reaction at high energies
cannot be interpreted satisfactorily by assuming for the
Li nucleus a simple et-d structure. In contrast to the
cluster model, three-body calculations (describing Li
as alpha-cere plus two nucleons) provide more sophisticated
treatment for the two particle wave function. Rai et al.
in their calculations determined the momentum distribution
of the deuteron component and gave it in the form of a
Chew-Low plot. The width q% =85 MeV/c, as obtained from
the plot, is in excellent agreement with the present
experimental value and calculation using momentum distribu
tion of the form reconstructed from the Chew-Low plot
reproduces well the experimental energy distribution as
shown in fig. 3 by the full line. This momentum distri
bution normalized to the experiment is shown in fig. 7 by
full line. TtsJ three-body calculation of Rai et al. predicts
momentum density /> (0) =6.33. Ю "
(MeV/c)~
for the
deuteron component at q=0 and the value S "' =0.65 for the
spectroscopic factor. Calculations presented in the very
recent work of Bang and Gignoux
support the results
given in ref.
and predict the spectroscopic factor
S
=0.52.
The experimental spectroscopic factor can be obtained
from the measured momentum density, according to eq. (2),
as S^p(0)/P(0).
m this expression P(0) is the distorted
distribution function at q =0 and includes the effect of
the absorption. The calculation gives P(0) =7.84-Ю (MeV/c)
and the corresponding spectroscopic factor is S = 1.08+0.1С).
When calculating in plane wave approximation P
(0) =
=10.2«10~ (MeV/c)
was obtained, i.e., the absorption
reduces by 25% the distribution function at zero momentum.
The spectroscopic factor is related to the inclusive cross
section too. The calculated deuteron spectrum in fig. 6
was obtained by integrating eq. (1) for all proton direc
tions taking into account only the deuteron absorption
when constructing P(q). The fit to the experiment provided
S =1.31+0.18 which is close to the value obtained in the
coincidence measurement. If we neglect the absorption the
6
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calculated inclusive cross section increases by 12% and
the spectroscopy factor correspondingly decreases by the
sane amount.
The difference between experimental and theoretical
spectroscopic factors may have different origins. Besides
the quoted errors an additional uncertainty comes from
the approximations when determining P(0), especially due
to the simple way of handling the absorption. The theore
tical S
may also be uncertain. In this respect we refer
to article
where a spectroscopic factor near unity has
been reported, although values around 0.6 seem more ac
ceptable for the percentage of the d-a component
in
Li. Finally, it is also possible that (d<r/<m) , the cross
section of the elementary quasi-free scattering, is larger
than that of the free p-d scattering. This may be the
consequence of the large-angle scattering geometry used
in the present experiment as at backward angles the ex
change mechanism by virtual pion production proposed by
Craigie and W i l k i n
seems to have a dominating role
in the p-d scattering around 670 MeV and this mechanism
is sensitive to the actual form of the proton-neutron
relative wave function . Any deformation of the deuteron
cluster,, nay ba reflected in the change of the elementary
cross section.
t h
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4.2. Break-up of the Alpha-Core
Above the ground state peak the missing energies are
near the break-up energy of the alpha-core (see fig. 2)
and we associate these events with the quasi-free scat
tering of protons on deuteron clusters in the s-shell.
For these events the internal kinetic energy of the resi
dual four-nucleon system is small in accordance with the
assumptions of the quasi-free scattering approximation,
and the validity of this model is supported also by the
feet that the energy distribution of the protons may be
described by formula (1). The width of the momentum dis
tribution ( qu-220 MeV/c) is equal (within error limits)
with q ц -210 MeV/c obtained in the case of free alpha
particle ' « / in reaction *He(p,pd) H
at 156 MeV. The
experimental momentum density at zero momentum tp(0).
- 8.lxlO (MeV/c) ] is more than two times larger than
the value p(0)-3.10-* (HeV/c)~ reported in ref. .
The difference may be accounted for by the increased absorp
tion at 156 MeV.
8
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The observed spectroscopic factor of the deuteron com
ponent in the alpha-core is S ° = 0.90+0.10 as obtained from
p(0) if Gaussian momentum distribution was assumed with
q = 133 MeV/c and the absorption was neglected, whereas the
inclusive deuteron cross section gives S , = 2.7+0.5. The
s

Q

obs

^

inci

difference between the two values suggests that the transmis
sion probability of protons originating in the s-shell is
T = 0.3 ,a reasonable value being in rough agreement with
the calculated T^ s=0.33 obtained simply by integrating the
absorption in the residual nucleus along the radius. To
get the spectroscopic factor 8= S°^j/T the transmission
probability of the deuteron (T ) was calculated and it was
found to be T =0.45. With this transmission probability
we get S=6 which is too large when keeping in mind the
value 2.4 predicted by Kudeyarov et a l .
for transitions
above the ground state of the residual nucleus.
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5. SUMMARY
In this work the cluster structure of Li has been in
vestigated in the Li(p,pd) He reaction with 670 MeV pro
tons at large scattering angles associated with large mo
mentum transfer. In the ground state transition the momen
tum distribution of the recoil nucleus is only slightly
modified by distortion effects at energies above 600 MeV.
The experimental width of the distribution is larger than
predicted by the cluster model if realistic intercluster
wave functions are used with correct exponential asymptotics; three-body calculations, however, provide a momentum
distribution which is in very good agreement with experi
ment. The experimental momentum density of the deuteron com
ponent in the p-shell is larger than given by the threebody model and provides a spectroscopic factor near unity
instead of the theoretically estimated value near O.6. Be
sides taking into account experimental as well as theore
tical uncertainties- in determining this quantity a possible
explanation of the deviation may be given by assuming dif
ferent cross sections for the proton scattering on free
deuterons and on p-n pairs in Li, respectively.
6
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Interactions followed by the break-up of the residual
nucleus have also a quasi-free character and can be inter
preted as scatterings on quasi-deuterons in the alpha-core.
The absorption of the secondary protons in the residual
nucleus was determined experimentally and agreements was

16

was found with the calculated absorption. The spectrosco
pic factor of the deuteron component in the alpha-core was
found to be larger than the theoretical prediction when the
absorption of the deuteron is taken into account.
The authors, are indebted to Prof. V.P.Dzhelepov for his
interest in this work. The stimulating discussions with
I.Lovas and J.Revai are gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are
due to S.Koncz for his assistance during the setting up
of the experimental equipment.
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